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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION AND PROSPECTUS
Introduction
Guidance services have become an integral
today.

µt rt

of the schools of

From large city systems to one-room rural schools, the impor-

tance of helping students plan their educational, vocational, and
social lives is beinr; reco;;nized as one of the par&'llount duties of
the school.

To be sure, not every school has an adequate guidance

proe;ram, and there are some that have made very little progress in
this direction.
The unmistakable values of intelligent guidance have become so
apparent that some school systems have created separate departments
under the direction of specially trained personnel whose duties are
to carry out the guidance functions in that school.

Other schools,

unable to launch such specialized pro[;rams, have made available
sounseling and guidance time to trained or interested class-room
teachers.

Still other schools have confined the guidance functions

to home-rooms, special classes, or durin;; extra-curricul<lr activities.
Regardless of the method or the personnel, the majority of schools are
maintaining some sort of guidance program.

The universality of the

guidance movement made the present study seem plausible.
The purpose of this studir was to investigate the euidance practices of the secondary schools in Kittitas County and to try to
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determine the range of the guidance programs from what is considered
by several authorities to be some of the minimum essentials of an
adequate guidance program.
The procedure followed in this study was the preparation of
an individually administered "Guidance Check List" which included
data on the individual pupil inventory, counseling, placement, followup, a.nd teacher participation.
checking "Yes" or

11

The check list was to be answered by

No11 after the question, and space was left for

any comments the interviewee wished to make on a particular question.
It was believed that these verbalizations would shed more light on
those aspects which proved to be obstacles in setting up and administering an adequate guidance program.
The check-list questionnaire used in this study appeared to meet
some of the criteria for reliability as set forth by Lundberg (8: 199),
who believes the results usually obtained by the questionnaire justify
its use for survey purposes.

The personal introduction and explana-

tion of the check-list to each interviewee, it was believed, kept to
a minimum the misinterpretations of the interviewers questions.

The

form of the check-list made it possible to record the responses

~~th

very little variation, despite the personal nature of the interview.
The check lists were taken personally to the various secondary
schools in Kittitas County in order to facilitate an early return
of the data and also to answer any questions the interviewee might
have regarding the check list.

No response was obtained from one
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school.

Kittitas County has five seconday schools.

The schools range

in size from one which has approximately 500 high school pupils to
one which has approximately 50 pupils.
Since this state and many others in the nation have areas such
as this where counties have very few secondary schools, it was felt
that this survey would comprise an indicative sampling for such a
county and hence be of some educational value to such areas.
Limitations
The check list was taken out near the end of the school year
when administrators and guidance personnel were involved in the myriad
details entailed in closing the school year.

Perhaps more detailed

remarks would have been made if the survey had been made during a less
busy time of the school year.
Overview of Remainder of Study
Chapter II is devoted to a review of other research done in this
field, the techniques used and results which were obtained.
A discussion of the various interpretations of guidance is included in Chapter III in order to orient the reader to the problem
under surveillance.

Vlhile most of the definitions differ in

terminology, there is little disparity among the authorities as to
the ultimate r;oal and function of guidance, namely that it is to
offer information and services which will enable the student to make
wise choices in his educational and vocational life in the light of
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his capacities, abilities, skills, and interests.
Following this is a description of a minimum guidance program
which authorities believe is essential to every school, regardless of
size, which professes to offer its students the fullest educational
opportunities.

This program parallels the check list as closely as

possible.
Chapter IV is concerned with the findings of the survey as determined by the "Guidance Check-List. 11

A specimen copy of the check-

list is included in the Appendix.
The sumnary and conclusions of the study are found in Chapter

v.

Chapter II
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

No previous study of the guidance practices of the secondary
schools of Kittitas County was found by the author of this paper.
The following research descriptions will show the results of this
type of survey as well as the techniques used in the various studies.
A study of guidance services in the Indiana public high schools
recently completed at Purdue University was based upon reports of
guidance services actually being offered in Indiana high schools.
One of the main purposes of this study by Peters (10: 527-30) was
to determine whether criteria which took into consideration school
size would enable the administration to evaluate more accurately the
guidance services of his school.
Data for the research were obtained by sending a four-page questionnaire to the principal of each public high school of Indiana.
This was supplemented by follow-up letters and visits to 29 schools.
The questionnaire covered the following main areas of guidance:
orientation, curriculum offerings, extra-curricular organizations,
vocational guidance, home-room organizations, tests, use of community
resources, guidance personnel, organization, and research.
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Interpretation was made in terms of school size, classified as
follows:

small school, enrollment under 300; medium schools; enroll-

ment 300 - 599; large schools, enrollment 600 or more.
Peters (10: 527-28) listed the following findine;s in the main
areas of guidance:
Orientation practices were found almost entirely in the
large high schools. In the schools where grades one to
twelve were taught in the same building, the orientation
for hie;h school entrance was omitted.
Curricular offerings were found to differ only slightly
in the various school groups. Personal visits to some of
the schools, however, indicated that the appraisal of
guidance cannot be based on the number of curricula offered.
The variety of courses within each curriculum was a more
accurate basis for appraisint; guidance services.
Extracurricular organizations included clubs with limited
membership and those with open membership. Sixty-three per
cent of the participating schools had clubs with membership
limited by requirements of scholarship, specific skills,
or other factors. Medium and large schools had a greater
number of such clubs, except for athletic clubs which were
more numerous in the small high schools. Participation in
clubs with limited membership did not exceed 25 per cent
of the boys and girls in most of the schools. On the
other hand, clubs with open membership in the majority of
the schools provided opportunity for guidance to more than
75 per cent of the students.
Vocational guidance programs were reported as one of the
functions of medium and large hie;h schools. Some small high
schools also indicated an occupational guidance program in
terms of acldi tional material which regular teachers used
in classes. Audio-visual aids were frequently used for this
purpose.

>lomerooms were reported in nearly all of the large hich
schools. The percentage of schools with homerooms decreased
as the size of the school decreased.
Tests are regarded as a major technique for dia_enosis and
therapy in guidance. Fifty-nine per cent of all the schools
reported that individual tests were used to some extent,
and 47 per cent of all the schools indicated that group
tests were c;iven regularly.
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Colllllillllity resources were not regularly used by the small
schools to supplement school guidance. Seventy per cent
of the large schools reported the use of community agencies
for guidance purposes.
Guidance personnel were selected partly on the basis of
professional trajning in guidance in 29 per cent of the
schools. Other criteria for selecting personnel were:
teaching experience, personality, and seniority. From this
it can safely be concluded that guidance in Indiana high
schools is offered by personnel with limited professional
training and experience in guidance.
Organization data showed that five times as many schools
in the largest enrollment group provided full-time guidance
personnel as did the schools of the smallest enrollment
group. Forty-three per cent of the part:Lcipating schools
reported released time for personnel who were assi2;ned responsibility for guidance services. The released time varied
from full time in 4 per cent of the schools to less than
quarter time in 20 per cent of the schools. In most schools
these services were expected of teachers and administrators
in addition to their regular assignment. Fifteen per cent
of all schools had some funds in the budget for guidance.
Research studies to evaluate guidance services were reported by only 14 per cent of all schools. The need for
such study is made apparent by the fact that aL~ost half
of the high schools of Indiana reported one or more guidance
services.

The following conclusions can be draim from the study just mentioned:

(1)

It is essential to take into consideration the size of

enrollment in the appraisal of guidance services.

(2) Guidance

services are the resnonsibility of the administrators and the teacher
rather than guidance specialists in the small and medium schools.
(3) The key to the development of extended guidance services in most
schools is in-serv-ice training in guidance.

Erickson (7: 194) affirms this latter conclusion by noting that
teachers, who are interested in learning about the techniques they
can employ in contributinc to the cuidance program, should engage in
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some type of in-service training.
Wrenn and Dugan (7: 1-71) have ski1mned off the cream of a recent
survey of guidance practices in smaller secondary schools in Minnesota
and summarized what, in their opinions, are the most effective ways
of carrying on a guidance program in such hir,h schools.
Only within the last decade has much attention been given to
high schools in non-urban areas.

Here pupils pour in each morning by

bus and continue through the day without the benefit of highly staffed
child guidance centers, psychiatrists, deans, and trained counselors.
In these schools the typical teacher has three preparations, a homeroom, and at least one extracurricular activity, and according to
this survey, "in only one such school out of

ei,~ht

is the teacher-

counselor relieved of class responsibilitir so that he may spend
working time on COW1seling.tt

These authors assurned that in schools of this kind the principal,
or the superintendent of schools, must assume active responsibility
for the guidance program.

They emphasized the importance of his

developing a program with the staff, thus preventing the common
situation in which the guidance director tries desperately and ineffectively to push aD unwilling faculty along a road he has himself
laid out.
It was pointed out that in Minnesota schools, pupils report too

little help i.n studying vocations and too little help in developing
study habits.

Furthermore, two-thirds of the students surveyed
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reported that 1mle they had taken a good many tests, these tests
had not been interpreted to them.
Traxler (14: 3) has stated that, "guidance enables each individual to understand his abilities and interests, to develop them as
well as possible, and to relate them to life goals."

If this premise

is correct, the study by Wrenn and Dugan would indicate that the
smaller schools in Minnesota are not fulfilling their obligations to
their students in preparing them for life and work situations.
Wimmer (16: 343-49) reports that Science Research Associates,
educational publishers whose materials are directed

pri.~arily

to gui-

dance workers and to those educators who are interested in the adjustment

probla~s

of youth, were aware that the continued improvement of

its services and publications depended on a complete picture of the
c;uidance scene.

Therefore, a survey, one of the largest of its kind

ever made, was underto.ken and slanted toward the needs of the schools.
A questionnaire was constructed to obtain information which would
answer the basic question:

11

1\ha t is goinc; on in guidance in our

schools, especially as it is related to the use of published materials
as tools?"
More than 700 replies were received from elementary and secondary
schools, junior colleges, universities, counseling centers, libraries,
and other non-school organizations.
The Science Research Associates (16: 347-49) study of 447 secondary schools indicated the following conclusions and implications:
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1. The counselor and the adviser most frequently handle
the vocational problems of students. The home-room
teacher as well as the counselor is concerned with educational problems, such as educational planning, study
methods, and giving information about the school itself.
Both persons are also responsible for the personal and
social adjustment problems of students.
The counselor plan appears to be the one used by
most schools to deal with student problems and to provide services related to those problems. The counselor is
responsible for more guidance services and functions than
any other individual in the school, although certain areas
such as family relationships, hobbies or leisure time
activities, boy-girl relations, and etiquette, which the
counselor might be e.'Cpected to handle, are frequently not
covered by him. Often they are not treated by anyone in
the school.
This study may indicate a significant increase in
recent years in the number of schools with counselors.
That 79 per cent of the schools in the study had counselors is evidence of the trend toward the use of the
counselor for guidance activities.
The trend toward the use of the counselor in guidance activities,
as brought out in this study, is given further emphasis by Dunsmoor

(5: 8) who believes that the counselor should become the student's
"school parent," to whom the student will logically look for advice
or assistance at any time.
The study shows that the home room continues to play
an important part in the guidance program, especially
in helping the student to know more about his school and
about the opportunities which the school offers. The
author believes, hovrnver, that the scope of the topics
and services that the home room provides should be ~ridened
to include both educational and vocational planning for
the future, social, and even emotional problems of high
school students. It is believed that this activity is
far less essential in the schools in which organized
guijance classes, such as occupations or orientation

classes, are found.
2. Educational, vocational, personal, and social problems of students are already accepted as the concern of
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the entire school and its personnel. Certain other topics,
such as personal relations, etiquette, and information
about the school, are generally considered the responsibility of all teachers. More frequently, topics or services,
such as placement, part-time work, testin1;:, and counseling
are assigned to the counselor only.
3. Although guidance materials are most frequently kept
in the counselor's office, and in the library, the results of this study indicate that materials should also
be kept in the home room because of the important part
that the home room plays in the guidance picture.
4. Two verJ different methods, the counselor and the
home room, are used most frequently to carry on guidance
activities according to the results of this study. Which
functions can be handled most adequately by each of these
methods raises a question for further study.
Chisolm (2: 24-31) was the author of a survey made of the high
schools of the state of Washington to determine the stumbling blocks
that prevent the schools from providing youth an acceptable program
of guidance as a regular part of the work of the schools,

A question-

naire was carefully prepared and sent to the high school principals
throughout the state askin::; each principal (1) whether his school
had a modern program of guidance, and (2) if not, what seemed to him
to be the major handicap or handicaps standing in the way of a
guidance program in his school.
of probable handicaps.

The questionnaire suggested a number

These handicaps were listed indiscri.'!linately

and then recombined when the results of the survey were tabulated.
An interpretation of the findings of this study showed a number

of significant implications,

The fact that inadequate teacher pre-

paration is the most frequent handicap standing in the way of
guidance is a direct i.ndictment of the incompleteness of the teacher-
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training program in institutions of higher learning.

Teacher-training

institutions should demonstrate farsighted leadership in sensing the
types of work needed in a modern program of education.

They then

should revise their program of teacher training to such an extent that
it provides the necessary preparation.
The fact that the large schools found inadequate teacher preparatio·0 a more frequent handicap than did the small and average-size
schools may have a direct bearing on (1) the permanency of tenure in
the large schools as compared with that in the small and the averagesize schools, and (2) the lack of an adequate in-service training
program in the large schools as a parallel to the tenure situation.
It is commonly knovm that the beginning teacher and the young teacher
generally find employment in the small or average-size school.

This

being the case, the teachers with training in the field of guidance
are likely to be found more frequently in the smaller and the averagesize schools, since guid2nce has only recently come to be considered
an important part of the professional training of teachers.
Chisolm believes there is justific2.tion for believing that the
lack of interest in guidance on the part of a number of teachers is
closely related to inadequate teacher preparation.

It is difficult

to find a teacher viho still remains disinterested when he really sees
the fundamental contribution to be made by an aspect of the work of
the school to the education of youth.

On the other hand, teachers

cannot be expected to have and maintain a dynamic interest in guidance
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unless their preparation has shmm them why guidance has come to be an
essential part of the work of the modern school and has given them an
understanding of the part that guidance should play in a program of
secondary education.
Regarding adequate time for developing and practicing guidance
se!"rices, Chisolm (2: 28) states:
When teachers and the principal of a school find that
they do not have time for guidance, we reach one or the
other of two fundamental conclusions. On the one hand,
it could be that the teaching load actually is unduly
heavy. As a result, the teachers and the principal may
be forced, by necessity and not by choice, to neglect
their guidance responsibilities. On the other hand, the
statement about the lack of time might be an excuse, without
basis in the facts of the case.
If the first of the two foregoing conclusions is justifiable,

Chisolm believes that two other factors enter the picture.

In the

first place, the existing situation is due basically to the lack of
adequate financial support for the schools.

That is, the schools do

not have sufficient money to hire enough teachers to do the job that
the modern secondary school should do.

The plan of school support

in the state involved in this study has been such as to pyramid the
teaching load, with a decided handicap to the horizontal expansion
of the educational program.

Hence, teachers are forced to carry an

undue teaching load and thereby to neglect important parts of an
adequate educational

progr~~.

School people should coordinate their

efforts in effective democratic leadership aimed at a program of
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adequate financial support.

It is Chisolm's opinion that in the ma-

jority of cases this program will produce the desired results.
Until the teachers have thoroughly evaluated the relative worth
of the thincs that they are now doing as compared with the worth of
the things that they could and should be doing, a school is not entirely justified in taking the position that it does not have
for guidance.

tL~e

What is needed is a thorough evaluation by the faculty

of the worth of the things that are occupyini:; the teacher's time.
A serious problem which the schools must always face is teacher
turnover.

A c;uidance program in a school should be planned and

administered in such a way that the norm1l teacher turnover is not a
major handicap.

Chisolm states that this can be dono if the teacher-

trainin:; institutions assume their responsibility for preparing
teachers so that they will be able to assume their guidance responsibilities; ti those who employ teachers give sufficient attention to
the needs of the 2:lJ-idance Yrork in their own schools at the time when
they select neVT teachers, and if a school plans its guidance program
on the basis of student needs rather than on the basis of the personalities of a given group of teachers.
This study revealed that there is a relationship

be~Neen

insuf-

ficient knowledge of methods of conducting guidance services and the
fact that teachers lose interest in proposed guidance programs.

When

a significant number of schools report, as they did, that they do not
know how to handle the problem of planning and carryino: on a
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comprehensive guidance program, it may be inferred that teacher-trainiI¥
institutions have not recognized adequately the size of the task of
planning and administering a guidance program in their training of
tea.chers.

The author contends that too many teachers and administra-

tors who have had training in guidance still do not knovr how to plan
and administer a guidance prograJn in hB.rmony with the need existint:
in a e;iven school.

The task, he believes, becomes rele.tively easy

when those responsible for this work know the factors to be considered
and the method to be used in planning a guidance program.
When a school tries to carry on a progrmn of guidance but finds
that after a few months the interest of teachers diminished, it has a
retl problem on its haJlds.

This condition generally grows out of one

or more of three factors:

poor pl2nning, fa:j.lure to provide adequate

supervision and leadership in the administration of the guidance work,
and failure to carry through an evaluation of the results achieved
in gl_\idance so that all involved in the vrork know the na.ture and extent
of the progress brought about by their efforts.
An important concept brought out by this study is that when i:;ui-

dance suffers more than other essential parts of an adequate program
of

educ~tion,

either the school finance pror,ram is faulty and needs

revision or the manacement of school moneys is poor.
The findings of Chisolm 1 s ( 2: 30-31) study seem to make two things
clear:
First, a school that is too small to carry on an
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adequate program of guidance is likely to be too small
to carry on the other parts of a modern program of
secondary education. The solution in this case is
school district reorganization, or consolidation, as a
means of forming districts that can provide youth the
types of traininc; that they should have. Second, it
has been fo1md in a n=ber of studios that schools
of all sizes throu::hout the state and the nation are
carryinc on comrnendable progra.'1ls of guidnnce.
Several of the conclusions and recommendations f'rom the respective
studies of Chisolm and Peters are worthy of note.
Chisolm (2: 30) concludes that the handicaps to guidance should
be looked upon merely as stumbling blocks standing temporarily in
the way rather than as legitirlate excuses that relieve the schools
of their inherent responsibility.

The schools are 1U1der obligation

to provide all youth everywhere a rich program of modern secondary
education, and no handicap or combination of handicaps can excuse the
schools from that responsibility.
Peters (10: 530) formulated severd pertj~nent recommendations as
a res1ilt of his study which include the followh1g:

1.

It is recommended that state 1U1iversities and colleges:
a. Mal<e graduate practicums in guidance available
especially for teachers of small hir;h schools.
b. Make special work in g-uidanc e available for
school administrators.
c. Make the findings of research available to
school administrators.
d. Make the findings of research available to
college students preparing to enter the
teaching field..
e. Assist prospective teachers with use of guidance
inventories in the different school enrollment
groups.
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f.

Make resoi;Ices available for the development of
educational and vocational guidance and testing
in the small school, in-service training for the
classroom teacher, preparation of the administrator
for guidance responsibility, and the guidance of
post-school youth through follow-up research and adult
education.

2.

It is reco!lll!lended that the administrators:
a, Organize faculty committees to study school needs
and plan an organized

b,
c.
d.
e.

3.

guic~ance

proc;ram.

Analyze the findings of this report to determine
what services are operating in schools of similar
enrollment.
Promote a workshop in his school to study the
achievable guidance functions sur;c;ested by this
research.
Select classroom teachers to obtain additional
training in guidance.
Use referral sources in the community.

It is reco~mended that surveys should be made at least
once every five years, using differential evaluative
criteria as instruments of such research. Revision of
the inventories should be made in terms of the findings
of the surveys. It is further recommended that a
questionnaire should be designed to secure teacher
su::;gestions for the development of adequate guidance
service in each school group, and that another questionnaire should be designed to determine student
awareness and use of t;uidance services. These surveys
would be made in cooperation with the state departments of public instruction; and the findincs of these
surveys should be studied in a series of vmrkshops for
school personnel.

The examples of related research presented in this chapter were
chosen on the premise that they would give a representative picture
of the guidance practices in other parts of the ncction as well as the
state of Washington.

The research included in this chapter showed the

techniques and results of questionnaire surveys of guidance practices
in the states of Indiana, Minnesota, and V/ashinp,ton, and one which
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collected data from a larger area than just one state.

Some of the

guidance practices found in the various surveys mentioned above may
be noted in the i'ollowing chapter, which is an attempt to present
what several authorities believe to be the minimum essentials of an
adequate guidance program.

Chapter III
SOME MINIMUM ESSEN'rLl\LS OF A GUIDANCE PROGRAM

It is no longer a question o.f whether or not schools shall provide
guidance and pupil personnel services for all pupils in order to
assure them pragmatic educ2.tion and to help them in formulating appropriate life plans,

Rather, it has become a question of how the

job can be done most effectively within the fr=ework of existing
school organizations and with tho personnel available,
Traxler (14: 1) believes that within the last 25 years gu:i.dcnce
has become one of the most common words in the vocabulary of education.
Its rapid development in the schools has been due mainly to nevr social
conC.i tions anci needs, a nevi psycholoi;y 1'rhich has emphasized indi•.ridual

differences, and new techniques for studyinc; individuals,
Guidance has been one of the most difficult of all educational
subjects to discuss because there has been, and there continues to be,
confusion anrJ uncertainty concerning its nature and functions,

Some

authorities have felt that guidance is as broad as all educa.tion and
that the whole profram of the school should be set up for guidance
purposes, whereas othemwould have restricted it to some relatively
narrow aspect such as vocational guidance or moral guidance,

Some

guidance progra'!ls have consisted chiefly of courses in occupational
information.

The main enphasis in other t;uidance programs has been
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on the placement of pupils in courses desirned to eliminate or reduce
failure.

Still others have stressed therapy or the treatment of

maladjustments as the central purposes of the counseling relationship.
Not infrequently, character building has been thow;ht to be the main
purpose and function of guidance.

Too often, one fears, the guidance

procrams of schools have consisted of little more than lip service
to a nebulous concept which is useful in the publicity reldions of
the school but which has almost no influence on the lives of the individual pupils.
Ideally conceived, guidance should enable each individual to
underst;md his abilities and interecots, to develop them as well as
possible, to relate them to life r;oals, and finally to re2.ch a state
of complete and mature self-guid2nce as a desirable citizen of a
democratic social order.

Guidance has thus been vitally related to

every aspect of the school - the curriculum, the methods of instruction,
the supervision of instruction, disciplinary procedures, attendance,
problems of schedulinz, the extra-curriculum, the health and physical
fitness program, and home and community relations.
Erickson (6:8) has defined the f,Uidance program as that body of
services organized specifically to help purils solve their problems
and to improve their planninp·.

Dunsmoor ( S: S ;' has added that it

provides help to pupils in understanding their mm personality, how
their personality effects them as individual:;, and how it affects
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others with whom they come in contact in social, community and job
relationships.
Traxler (14: 13) has pointed out, as have many others, that one
cannot train individuals for life in a democratic state merely by
rules and indoctrin2.tion or by the establishment of emotional loyalty.
The only effective traininc for citizenship in a democracy is practice
in democratic livinc.

The facts concerning each individual's

potentialities, his interests, the thinr;s to which he responds with
emotional satisfaction, his skills, his rate of development, and his
major points of strength and weakness must be accurately ascertained
arid assembled as objectively and dispassionately as possible.

Out

of the whole pictm'e he must be led to evolve for himself a satisfactory level of living and at the same time maintein a balance between
his own 11elfare and that of the group.

Thus, training for living in

a democracy and guidance as exemplified by carefully organized personnel

pro~rams

are one and the same process.

Many schools have not been able to provide all of the guidance
services advocated by various authors and educ2.tional authori tics.
Limited finances, lack of interested or trained personnel, and administrative indifference could be a few of the limiting factors.
However, every school should make an effort to include segments of the
essentials in their guidance programs.
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Individual Inventory
I.lost authorities have agreed that a complete, accurate, and upto-date record should be kept for each child in the school.

This

cumulative record should follow the child from kinderearten through
the twelfth grade, or even further, and should be available to teachers,
counselors, and other guidance workers.

Records that are never utilize:!

are a waste of time and money and deprive teachers and guidance workers
of what many have considered the most valuable aid at their command
for knowing, understonding, and aiding their pupils.
These cumul2tive records, when found to be of sit;nifica._nce, have
contained a variety of pertinent informcction about the child.

His

hee.lth, school marks, standardized test data, out-of-class activities,
and personal data in various forms are examples that show the
multiplicity of sources and information that should be included in the
record or inventory.
Some guidance workers have believed that every person with whom
the pupil comes in contact is usually able to provide information
about the pupil that might be included in the personal inventory.
This information should shed light on the student in his various
activities and not be confined to observations made in the classroom.
The American Council on Education

(1: 32-36)

has presented some

valuable information to teachers on the subject of le2.rning to describe
behavior in children.

They emphasized that teachers should break the

habit of making snap judgments and to try to establish the habit of
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noticing specific behaviors.

A major point in describing behavior

is that the teacher must learn to record clear descriptions of the
child's actions and the situation in which it was involved.
Anecdotal records, written by the teacher, can be a source of
valuable infor=tion if they are obj2ctive in nC'.tur·e and not influenced
to any noticeable extent by the teacher's personal feeling about the
child.

The same publication in describing the types of anecdotes,

showed that the most helpful are the specific descriptive statements
of the child's actions in a particular situation, as opposed to the

eva.luativ·e or interpretive stater111;.-;nts -11Tl1ich tend to pass judgment
on the child rather than describe his behavior.
Many authorities have felt that in the absence of a systemati.c
cu.'1lulative record, guidance for the child in educational and vocntionaJ.
fields is, at most, a wild guess.

Evon schools opposed to guidance

cannot cocnpletely ignore the vaJ.ue of recordinr, the prot;ress of its
students.
Cumulative records may have more far-reaching effects than
supplying information about ?..ny one particular student.

For example,

teachers in one school system (13: 319) beca.'1le interested in keeping
a cumulative record folder f'or each of their pupils.

Into these fol-

ders they put informc•.tion from standardized tests, dated saCTples of
the pupils' work and repor-ts of interviews held with pupils and
parents, recorded observations of what appeared to be significant
personality trends and helpful data about the child 1 s home, family
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relations, goals, and purposes.

Several times a year the teachers

studied the content of these folders to ascex·tain whether or not the
school was doing all it could for each child.

This systematic study

of each child led the teachers to demand greater ad'llinistrative
flexibility, certain revisions of the curricul\Un, and cooperation with
cormnunity ae;encies in order to meet the needs which they themselves
hacl discovered.
Regardless of the variability in details, it has been generally
agreed that a good C\Ullulative record should be based as largely as
possible on objective data, should be orr;anized into a'lnual divisions,
ancl should present an all-around picture of individual development
rather than one narrowly confined to academic achievement.

Occupational Information and Training Opportunities
Authorities have conceded that a vital essential in any school
guiclance program is that of providing occupational information and
vocational possibilities to its students.
Hir;h school pupil3, even with such aid as may be furnished ·them
by the advice of parents and friends, have been shovm to make unwise
vocational choices.

Partly because of this situ:1tion there has been

a relatively recent development of interest in vocational counseling.

In ;:-eneral, vocational r;uidance has sufi'ercd from too much Givine
of advice and too little r;ivin;: of ini'or11: tion.

What the high school

student needs from the vocational cmmselor is information about
possible occupdions and about himself.

Advice should be given
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sparingly, and primarily to those pupils who are unable to face reality
alone. (4: 551)
The occupational adjustment of the individual is dependent not
only on physical, psychological, socioloEical and economic factors,
but also on occup2tional information.
Occupation infor:nation has been considered to be accurate, usable
information about jobs and occupations according to Christensen.

(3: 11-15) It has included facts about occupational trends, the
supply and demand of labor, and training facilities •
. Ross (11: 7) contends that the ultimate coal of education has
been to enable the individual to become a well-adjusted, successful,
productive member of society.

A simplified statement of the goal o.f

occupational study might be to enable the individual to .find his life
work and to .find himself.

Each individual .faces two big problems that

must be met and solved before he can make occupational decisions.
He must learn about occupations and he must analyze himself.

The

first step in this process is to obtain adequately accurate information, educationally and occupationally.
Occupational information cannot be used in counseling unless it
is accessible.

This means that an adequate occupational library must

be available for the use o.f the counselor and the client.
Many schools in the past gave emphasis to information that would
benefit those students who planned to go on to colle::;e.

This phase

of r,uidance has been important but it tended to ignore the problems
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of the ereat bulk of our students who, because of necessity or choice,
intended to enter occupations which did not entail college preparation.
Recently the dignity and worth of labor, skilled and unskilled, has
come to be recoc;nized as an integral and vital part of our way of life.
More livable salaries, better working hours and conditions, and liberal
pension and retirement plans have had considerable effect in raising

the status of labor in our society.
Each person could find satisfaction and contribute to the general
welfare of the nation if he was doinc the type of work he enjoyed and
for >rhich he was peculiarly fitted.

This fact has led education and

industry to make available every possible means of helping a student
determine the occupatj_onal highway he should travel in order to assure
him a reasonable possibility of success in his choice.
Guida.nee in fois area should enlist many 2ids to help pupils
Gain an insirc·ht into fields in which they show an interest.

One of

these aids should be an adequate number and variety of books about
occupations in the school library-.

briefs, a11d abstracts

v1_~1ich

Valuable pamphlets, mono[;raphs,

are issued

b~yr

r:;overrunent agencies, training

schools, and industry should also be included.

These can be utilized

to great advantarce by pupils preparinc for coller;e entrax1ce, occupa-

tional trai.ning institutio11s, or begiTLning emplo:;nnent.
Motion pictures and film strips have been of inestimable value
in presenti.nz occupational information.

Schools should have access

to these aids either b;r ovmin;; them or b:y rentinr_· them from a central
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agency.

Films, like textbooks, can become out-dated and the teacher

or c;uidance worker should be certain that the films beinc, shm'm do
not portr2y techniqc.ies or processes that have undergone radical changes
in reccmt years.

Current film references and catalogues have proved

valuable in scheduling movies and fiLm strips that are up-to-date.
Visual aids have assumed a position of major importance in the
field of education.

Recent wide usage of Clotion pictures, film strips,

a.Dd diagra'l!Jllatic aids, has demonstrated the value of visual aids as
educational vehicles.

The

tendenc~'

of many students to avoid prin:ied

materials has added to the worth of visual materials as media for
presentation of facts about occup:.tional and educational opportl:nities
and requirements.

Visual aids have provided a realistic approach to

the problem of awclcenillz student interest to the need for vocational
and educational plannin::;.

Once illterest has be8n arous8d,

spontaneous perusal of printed materials will become mm'e evident.
Courses or :mits on

occup~'.tions

should be taught in subjects

other than those primarily considered p;uidance courses.

By focusing

attention on the rol·2 that a particular subject might play in the
student's vocational life, more comprehensive and meaningful learnillg
will take place.
Ross (11: 9) stated in this respect:
It is incunbent on the teachers of the nation's
schools to acquaint every illdividual for whom they are
responsible with as many different job classifications
and specifications as possible durccng the time they have
these individuals in classes of instruction. This means
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alert, vibrant, and vitalized teachinE - not dead, tired,
textbook antiquities. Occupational informcction must be
taught as a part of and not apart fron subject-matter
courses.
It has been a highly desirable practice to supplement the regular
work of the class with occupational inform. tion related to the subject
0

concerned.

Teachers alert to the possibilities inherent in practically

any subject could find many points with vocational implications.

(5:235)

Exploratol"J experiences might also effectively occur outside the
regular curricul1L'Il.

Extracurricular activities such as hobby clubs,

career clubs, and. journalistic clubs are just a few that mi;;ht help
a student in determininf his vocation.

Such activities must be

sponsored or supervised by a versatile and well-informed acjvisor if
the guid.ance possibilities are to be fully realized.
Field trips to places of employment have been widely

us~d

to

acquaint students with occupational requirements, working conditions,
and job operationco.

The value of v1ell-planned, functional field

trips has besn two-fold.

Not only have students been able to observe

at first-hand the occupation, but the preparation for the field trip
has r:iven them practical experience that should prove valuable when
they seek an occupation later in li:''e.
Many schools have included guidw1ce-conference techniques in
plannine: their group guidance programs. ( 6: 289)
have been variously termed

11

Career Days, 11 "Guidance VIeek, 11 or "College

Conference, 11 depending upon the general emphasis.
gra,~

The conferences

This type of pro-

must be planned very carefully, for there are possibilities of
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some very undesirable results and practices.

The procedure ordinarily

has involved some sort of check list on vihich each pupil recoroed
areas of his greatest interests.

These interests were compiled and

classified, and a number of different section meetin13s were determined,
Then prominent local representatives from the fields involved, along
with representatives from interested technical schools and colleges,
were invited to speak and to counsel individual pupils.
The progr2.m might begin with a general assembly which explained
a;::ain the purposes of the meetinG, introduced the various visiting

counselors, and provided the "kick-off" atmosphere for the section
meetinrs and individual counseline: periods that follow.

At the

section meetinc;s, a speaker (or speakers) micht discuss the opportunities and/or limitations of an occupational field or college
prosrari.

Time should be provided for questions and answers.

In the

past, this period had usually beco;:ie the most important part of the
section meetin::;s.

f!urin::; the day, schedules could be arra.n::;ed by a

committee of the student council for individual counselinr": interviews
with the various visiting colU1selors.

The importance of Career Days has been that it gave students
an opportunity to question authorities on matters which have not been
adequately answered in the school activities.

Another value has been

that it involved nearly the entire student body ancl has thus stimulated
those who previously had ziven little thought to a life career.
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Counseling
Authorities have agreed that there should be someone, such as
the trained counselor, teacher-adviser, homo-room sponsor, or core
teacher, who observes the student in all his relationships and who
is primarily responsible for his educational welfare,

This respon-

sibility is essential in order to provide a continuity of contact
bet·;.;een the student and the individual serving as his dounselor
throushout the student's membership in the school, a basic factor in
vitalizing guidance.

The co1msolo:r' or teachGr-adviser should

coordinate, periodically, the guidance forces that come to play upon
the student, both from within and apart from the school,

Such

guidance could and should become a hic;hly personalized service of
incalculable value to the student,
This person, Dunsmoor
student's

11

(5:

8) contends, should also become the

school parent," to whom the student will lot;ically look

for advise or assistance at any time,

Each student needs an anchor,

a friend, a counselor, whom he knows intimately and who likewise
knows and understands him.
has intelligence savored
ci1lic standards.

It must be certain, too, that this adviser

~ith

practicality, and desirable cultural and

It must be assumed, since he is employed as a

teacher, that he is of the type that will bear acquaintance, and that
his charact·r, actions, and jude;ment are worthy of
member of his student family,

emul-~tion

by each
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According to Strang (13: 24) the affective quality of the relationship has often been far more important than the words spoken.

In

fact, what is SJ.id or done should grow out of the relationship established during the counseling process.
The inf orme.tional aspect of counseling has been overemphasized
in practice.

To give a pupil information or even to invoke in him a

desire or wish to accomnlish a certain end is not enough.

!Jany per-

sonnel workers have seemed to believe that i f the right end is pointed
out, the ric;ht act will follow, and have failed to realize that certain
changes must be made in the environment and/or long-standing habits
revised.

The punil cannot be expected to change

habits as a result of a sinfle interview.

lon[~-established

Sufficient contacts should

be made to offset the affects of early failure in the strur;gle toward
the new goal.

It is only as counselinp; changes the individual's goals

and purposes through the personal relationship established that it
will influence a pupil 1 s life.
Counselors have been called on to perform a great variety of
informational functions.

To perform these functions intellic;ently,

a complete file of data abo•Jt each

pm~il

must be readily available to

co;;nsclors and teachers in order that each counselee is helped to set
up realizable educcttional and vocational plans.
Vocational counselinc has involved not only the dissemination of
i..nformation, but should also ma1<e provision for placement of students
in jobs which are in line with their interests, abilities, and
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aptitudes.

This involved placement in part-time positions, su'lllller

work, providing work experience during school time, or placement in
permanent occupations.

PL:cement should not be confined as a service

to those students enrolled in school but should be extended to cover
those vrho have dropped out of school as well.
An organized business-like atmosphere should pervade the entire
school placenent service.

Placement that is just incidental and not

foreplanned will likely have an adverse affect upon the community
which supports such a service, and upon the students who are the
backbone of placement services.
If it has not been feasible for the school to operate a placement

service, some arrangement could probably be worked out with the local
employment agency, provided one exists.
Job placement should not be interpreted to be the final act of
the vocational co:mselor.

In order that conplete evaluation of the

work experience can be made, systematic plans should be made to
follow-up each experience.

This follow-up should include employer

contacts to ascertain the employer's reaction to the student's
performance on the job.

It should provide for personal intervie"s

with the student in order to get his reaction to the work e.lqierience
and how it affected his attitude toward the particular work area.
Results of these interviews and resultant inf orm,c',tion should become
part of the pupil's cumulative record.
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Many times counselors have been confronted with ;cersonal problems
of students which the counselor feels are beyond his capacity to make
a satisfactory contribution.

In such cases, the counselor should not

hesitate to refer the student to an agency, such as a child-guidanceclinic, or to an individual such as a school psychiatrist or psychologist.
Erickson (6: 196) has given the opinion that anyone who attempts
to do guidonce or counselinc work must expect and be prepared to cope
in some fashion with any type of problem.

Frequently, this might mean

referral to another agency, but appropri2te and carefully handled
referrals represent good ['Uidance practices.
The child r1_iiclance clinic in the school or cormnuni ty has been of
value because of the service it has rendered to individual pupils and
parents, the education of prospective and employed teachers, principals
and others who visit and cooperate vrith it, and the insirht it micht
supply rec;c:..rC-inc the effectiveness of the ;:chools and other agencies.

Throuc;h its staf:C' conferences, it has brour:ht to the problem a
breadth of viewpoints rarely achieved by a single person.
Some oi' the other ae;encies that have shown interest in the social,
emotional, anc' other adjustment problems of the youth of the community
are:

recreation departments, Nelfare ar;encies, juvenile courts,
1

churches, community centers, editors of nev,..spapers, parent-teacher

associations, and service and fraternal orcanizations.

All these

grocips, alonc; Yri th m2ny individual citizens, have shared the schools 1
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interest in and concern for the welfare of youth.

Working with and

for the schools, these agencies could make a valuable contribution to
the school guidance program.
Of interest to counselors has been the trend toward the more non-

directive type of counsclinc in which the student plays the more
important role.

1'/arters (15: 90-92) has described this type of coun-

selj_ng as bein;; directed toward helpinz, the student to develop the
atility to achieve satisfactor3' adjustment in any problem situation
rather than to a particular problem.

In directive counseling the

central feature is intellectual interpretation; in non-directive
counseline· the central features arc release of feeling and achievement
of insight.
Warters has further stated that alon::; with many authorities on
mental h:;n:;iene, some authorities on per0onnel r-rork are advocatine the
adoption of counselinrc procedures that have certain important
characteristics of non-directive counseling: (1) establishing a relationship in vrnich the stv.dent can rel2.te himself in a more adult
fashion to another person and thereby achieve a greater degree of
responsibleness; (2) making the indivici.ual rather than the problem the
focal point in order to help him to achieve Greater independence and
integration throuc:h c:reater understanding of himself; (3) emphasizing
the emotional or feelj_nz: asrects rather than the intellectual aspects
of the interview; and (4) centerinc attention upon the immediate
situ2tion rather than upon the past.
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Althouc;h the counselor has continued to be the dominant figure,
he has become more of an assisting than a controlling force.

Efforts

to release tension and fear precede attempts at intellectual interpretation,
re·~.realing

3motional rlcvelop::10nt is fu:cthered throur-h the selfprocess, 2nC

crovrtr~

in in:iepcndence is encoura['ed by gra11ting

the student greater responsibility for workinc upon his problem.
Testing
Guidance authorities have conceded that counselors should take
an active part in the testing pr·oe;ral:l, both in the administration of
tests and in the interpretation of the results,
Erickson (6: 50) has stated the reason for usini:; tests has been
to serve the student in the teachinr; and counseling procedure.
must be interpreted to;: ether -i.fl th all other data. l1a"".rir1i; a

to the problem to be solved.

Tests

relations~1ip

We have often found a discrepancy between

achievement and test scores of ability - good achievement being
coupled with lovr test scores or poor achievement with hir,h measured
ability.

There J!li['.ht be many reasons for these discreparicies; they

raise m211y questions and open many lir1es for in-v·estigation.

Lack of

motivation, illness or physical defects, loc:s of interest in school,
too many outside activities, too much work outside of school, poor
study habits, social a.cti1ti ties, person;1li t;l traits, anC:: backgrormd

deficiencies, are some of the things to be considered.

Such lines of

invest,igation must be folloiived nntil some reasonable ce.use or causes

Librnry
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can be found for the discrep311cy.

If these are subject to modification

the student should be given aid to assist him in solving his problem.
This contention that many factors must be weighed along with test
results in predicting academic achievement is ref"uted by Sarbin,
(30: 593)

Well controlled researci1 has been the basis for his state-

raent:
Some have argued that the clinical interview must
supplement the test procedures so that so-called "intangible" factors which go into achievement may be
appropriately weishted. i'rom the evidence of this study,
this clinical step is unnecessary. Predictions of
collece grades can be made with as much accuracy by the
simple device of placinr: a straircht-edrce on an alit;nment
chart. In short, a competent statisticc.l clerk can make
predictions as well as a hir;hly trained clinical worker.
This has been found to hold true because many inadequately-trained
covnselors have considered their ovm subjective opinions to be as
i.11portan t as standardized tests and thus reduced predictions to near

chance level.
Th8 mz..in purpose oI tests has been to enable lnore effective longti.11e planninr, for the indiviclual.

They have provided a retrospective

vim1 of the p::cst, a measurement of the present and an insic·ht into the
future achievements and capacities of the inciivicoual.

This method

is objective anci standardized and supc.lies information not gained by
traditional r.1ethous. (9: 33) Objective use of tests requires caution
and tr2.inin::; on the part oi' the person administerinc and interpreting
results.
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Traxler (14: 11) has stated that the basic program for hi::;h schools
should consist of at least five tests annually - a teilt of academic
aptitude or reading on alternate years, and achievement tests in

English and three of se11eral other fields, such as mathematics, science,
social sti:dies, foreign langua2es, cormncrcial subjects, fine arts,
and practic:al arts - depending on what the rupil was stud,;'1.ng.
Besides the above-mentioned basic tests, aptitude tests should
be given as the need arises, usually to individual students.

Teacher Participation
All teache1°s have been doing guidance and will probably continue
to do so.

The question is not whether teachers shall engar:e in

guidance, but whether guidcnce shall be unplanned and incidental or
planned and nurposeful.
Teachers, because of their closer contacts with the pupils, have
frequently been in a better position to provide the conditions needed
for efl'ective counselinc than other members of the staff.
The: relc:tionship or the teacher to the guidance program might
be consider0d in two ways accordin::; to Traxler. (14: 308-10)

First,

there is the obvious connection with c:uidccnce which teachers have in
school s;ystems \Vhere all instructors, or certain selected ones, are

designated as guidance officers, each being responsible for a group
of perhaps twenty or thirty pupils.

Second, there is the connection

vri th guidance which each teacher has in her regular classroom and extra

curriculum activities regardless or the system of puicicmce followed
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in the school,
Much of the i:;ui- ance that teachers have done has necessarily been
through group procedures rather than through individual conferences,
Alert teachers who have studied their pupils will see opportunities
to carry on group guidance in connection il'ith their regul<.r teaching,
For example, most pupils need i:;uidance in study habits.

The nature of

study so varies from subject to subject that probably the most effective guidance in study habits will be done in connection with the
actual classwork,

Time spent on guidance of this type in the classroom

is certainly a legitimate function of instruction,
Strang (13: 2Lil-42) observed that r;ood teachers have always
established friendly rel2.tions with their pupils; they have soucht to
understand them; they ha .re t:;i'.ren 'Ghem the experie11ce, ini'orri2tio11,
1

and counsel which they need; and they have continued their interest
in them long after they have left school,

These are four essentials

of guidance, each of which, of course, may- be performed on different
levels of expertness.
The contribution of the teacher to personnel work has varied with
the teacher's personal qualil'ications and professional preparation,
In a typical school system one is likely to find only a small number
of teachers r;ho maY:e an important contribution to the t;uiclartce of
pupils.

An equel numlJer of the faculty are synpathctic toward pupils

but are ineffective in stud:rin,s thsm and in makin:; provision for
their needs.

A considerable nmnber of the faculty sec the need for
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guidance only in academ.i.c matters, and the rest are primarily teachers
of subjects rather than teachers of children.
It is obvious that classroom teachers hold a key position in the
guidance program of alncost any size school.

The alert, conscientious

teacher performs guidance functions whcthGr there is a formal guidance
progrD.l'l or not, sometimes surpassing the results obtained by trained
specialists.

This is attributed to the everyday contact the teacher

has with the pupils, and the multitude of opportunities that arise
in the classroor.t that can be integrated and woven into a guidance
pattern.
In order that teachers can learn, or improve, their guidance

functions, some type of in-service training is necessary.

The several

typos of in-service training that are available to teachers are the
following:

exten ion couxses, on-campus courses, field-service courses

and field trips for the purpose of observinc guidance programs in
practice.
The anount and kind of in-scrv·ice trai.nin[ for c;uid.ance needed

in the school will depend upon a munber of f'actors.

The number of

trained persons on the staff and the amount and quality of training
that each has had mir,ht have influence in planning an over-all
probr<El of

in-ser~1ice

trainin;:;.

The in-service traininG program should

be planned primarily to meet the needs of teachers for an understanding
of the major techniques, practices, and functions involved in carrying
on a guidance program.

Staff members who are to serve as counselors
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should obtain training mo1·e extensive and specializ,ed than that of
the classroom teacher, who is interested in lea.rnin[ about the technique" he can employ in contributing to the guidance progr=. (7:

194-96)
Aclministrators and guidance personnel must recognize the strategic
position of the classroom teacher and mal:e every e f.fort to aid him in
carryinr; out a successful classroom guidance progr8lll.

Aclministrators

;md Guidance personnel should likewise enlist the aid of the classroom
teachers both in individual problems and in the over-all guidance
picture.
Hovi the high schools of Kittitas County fit in with the described
minimum essentials will be discussed from the results of the survey
reported in Chapter IV.

Chapter IV

FINDINGS OF CHECK-LIST SURVEY
The responses

m~de

by principals and f;uidance workers in the

Kittitas County high schools to the questions contained in the guidance
check-list (a copy of which is in the appendix) were assembled into
a narrative type of compilation.

The data presented in this chapter

is a verbalization of the results obtained from the check-list.

The Individual Inventory
All schools reported th2t they used folder-type cumulative record
forms and that these records followed pupils from l<indergarten through
the twelfth grade.

Each school si;::nified that its recoc·ds were easily

available to teachers, counselors, and other guidance workel's, although
one respondent remarked that these records were not used adequately by
the teaching staff.
Faculty meetings at least once a year devoted to the interpretation and use of' pupil data for e:11idance purposes vrere indicated by

two of the schools, while all schools indicated that their teachers
exchanged in.Cormation about pupils with counselors and other teachers.
In only one school were pupils assisted to review and interpret
their ovm records periodically, while three schools indicated that
their teachers used pupil inventories to learn about pupils in their
classes.

All but one school reported that they used at least the minimwn
group of standardized tests.

The minimum group of standardized tests

was interpreted as consisting of at least five tests 2.nnually:

a

test of academic aptitude or readinc; on alternate years, and achievement tests in Emdish 2.nd three other specific fieldn, depending on
what the pupil was studyinr:;.
Occupational Information and Training Opportunities
All schools believec! that their libraries contained an adequate
number and variety of books about occupations.

All renorted that

college, university, trade, and business school catalogues, and occupational and educ2.tional information 1rere available to students.
Occupational briefs, abstracts, monoo;raphs, and pamphlets were
provided by all but one of the schools.
Two of the schools indicated that materials ':rere provided for
acquainting punils with traininc and exploratory opportunities present
in the curricular ar1d extracurricular programs of the school.

One

of the schools reporting affirmativelypt'ovided these materials to
ninth graders and seniors who were not (;Din['. on to college.
Three schools reported that motion pictures and film strips on
occunation2.l and training op;iortunities were made available to riupils.
One of the three stated that the use of visual aids in this resnect

was not extensive.
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Courses or units on occupc,tion nere provided in the curriculum
of two of the schools.
None of the sclc.ools held
11

Coller;e Days. 11

held

11

11

Career Days, 11 while two schools held

One school answerine nec;ativcly explained that they

Colle[;e Visi ta ti on" day only, in which representatives from

colle;:;es, traininc ins ti t.utions, and the armed forces came into the
school for the purpose of answering quest.ions about their respective
institutions.
Te2.cher-plannecl and sponsored visits to places of employment for
groups of pupils were encouraged by all but one of the schools.
Follow-up studies of school drop-outs anc', graduates to secure
informc.tion c.bout occupc:tional and training opportunities and requirements were made by only one of the schools.
Three of the schools reported that repref'entatives of training
institutions were invited to talk with r,:roups and individuals, and
three inc:iccted th,,,t community resources were utilized in gathering
OCCllpo.tional and

tr~ininf:

inform:1tion.

Counselors in two schools regularly provided assistance for
cmmselees in the investigation of occupational and training opportuni-

ties and requirements.
Counseling
Since only one school responding employed a counselor who performed actual counselin[ duties, the term

11

counselor" as used in this

W+

section, refers to the teacher, or more often, the principal, who is
responsible for most of the

counselin~

clone in the seconcl2..ry schools

of Kittitas County.
One school indicated that counselors assisted each counselee to
set up obtainable educational and voctional plans.

One of tho schools

answerinf this quecotion in the negative stated th,1.t tilis service was
performed

11

only when askecl. 11

None of the schools

indic~tecl

that counselors assisted with the

planning of placement and follow-up services, and only one reported
that co'JJ1selors provide occup; tional and training infortnC-ti on for

counselees.
The counselor, in cooperation rrlth the Uniter: Stat<es &"!ployment
Service, assisted with a testing profT2Jll in one school.
Three of the schools answered negatively to the questions,

11 do

counselm s assist teachec s and administrators to plan and carry out
0

the orientc:tion prosram? 11
In only one school, did counselors perioclically review with eacil
counselee the record he was makinr:, in order that he mir:ht be acquainted
vii th the pro:;ress he was making.
Counselors in none of the schools prep2Tcd case studies and
conducted case conferences, nor did they assist with planning and
carrying out on-the-job, in-service traininr; in guidance for all staff
members.
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No affirmative answers were given to the question

11 do

counselors

assist teachers and administrators to readjust and reorfC;anize the
curriculum so that it leads to better pupil adjustment ? 11
In one scrwol COlmselors assisted drop-outs and graduates to
obtain desirable emoloyment and to secure addition<:Q t,·ainini; necessary
for success on the job.
The cmmselor in one school, with the assistance of other staff
members, asse:nbled inciivid.ual inventories of counselees.

Placement
None of the schools operated a job-placeT".ent servic:e for pupils
and none operated a job-placement service for out-of-school youth.
Honever, three of the schools assisted pupils to secure part-time and
vacation employment in accordance with individual needs.
Three schools indicated th11t when necessc:ry 11nd desirable, pupils
were assisted to withdraw from school and obtain employm0nt.
Only one school had a coooerative placement plan with employers
11ncl public olacement agencies in the community, a.'"ld only one school

had a part-time cooperative Ylork-P.·1:perience program.
Three of the schools reported that its pupils were familiar with
opport1mities for placement assistance in tho school and the community
and three indicated th2t the c;chool assisted pupils to learn how to
apply for a job.
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A definite plm for placing pupils in subjects, curriculums,

extracurr:Lcular, and com11unity acti vi tes vTas in effect in only one
secondary school in Kittitas County.

Follow-up
!Jone of the schools carried out systematic follow-up of school
graduates and drop-outs, while two kept inform2tion on thG number of
drop-outs: why they left school and v1here they went.

One school re-

ported that it vras startinc.· a systematic follov1-up plan this year.
No schools had informe>_tion on training opport,mities utilized by
form2r pupils for five years al'ter they left school, and none used
inform2_tion on the types and locations of jobs held by i'ormer pupils
for :five years after they left school,
One school used follov1-up data for reorganizing and revising the
curricullll'.l at recular intervals 1ihile none of the schools followed-up
each pupil who goes to work to determine his success on the job and
to evaluate the contribution of the counseling servi.ce to his occupatj_onal and educational adjustment,
The use of follov1-up data to inform present pupils of occupation:ll
and training opportu_'li ties available to them was practiced by a single
school.
None o_[' th8 schools followed-up in-school placements to evaluate
the success of pupils in the next opportunity.

Likewise, none of the

schools followed-up all pu11ils on part-time and vacation jobs.
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Teacher Participation
All of the schools reported that their libr;Jries contained a
reasonable nwnber of professional guid2nce books and periodicals for
teachers.
Three of the schools indicated that their teachers feel that they
have r:;uidance responsibilities for pupils in their classes.
qualified this state!Ilent by remarkinc that

11 most

One school

teachers" have this

attitude.
Only one school reported that its teachers did not attend c;uicance
meetincs and conferences when they had an opportunity.
All four schools reported that teachers confer with principals
and counselors about pupils who need special attentj_on, and all four
indicated that teachers confer with narents a.tout the proble!Ils and
needs of tl1eir

~upils.

One school remarked, in I>e13arci to the latter

practice, that this was done 11 so1nctimes, but not a3 much as -1.ve -r1ould
like to," and another respondent stated it was done

11

occasionally. 11

Th-e finclill[S of this survey of the c;uid2Jlce practices of the
secondary schools of Kittitas County appear to reveal shortcominr;s and
obstacles which confront many schools of similar size throur,hout the

nation.

The la.ck of finances vd.th_ -i"rhich to employ counselors or to

hir·e additional tec_chcrs so th2t counselinr, time is available for the
interested classroom teacher, is a probl8m common to a number of

schools.
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The incidental nature of the .ruidance programs in Kit ti tas County
reflects a lack of teacher and administrative preparation and training
in guidance.

This situn.tion is not unique to Kittitas County, but,

according to other studies, is al1!1ost universally found as a major
handicap to adequate guidance programs.
In some aspects, the guidance programs in the secondary schools

in Kittitas County closely parallel
of the state and in the nation.

t.~ose

found in other sections

It may be assumed from the findings

of the survey that the guidance practices in Kittitas County fall far
short of what authorities believe to be an adequate program of
guidance.

However, in li13ht of similar studies, there appear to be

many schools throughout the nation that fail to provide adequate
guidance services for their students.

Chapter V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to ascertain the guidance practices of the secondary

schools in Kittitas County, a check-list questionnaire was taken to
each school by the writer.

The principal or c;uidance worker in the

schools was familiarized with the questionnaire before he filled it out.
T1'e check list was constructed for

11 Yes 11

and

11 No 11

responses to each

item, and space was provided for additional remarks of the respondent.
A reviei'r of some of the research done in relc.ted areas ·was incllcded in Chapter II to show the techniques and results obtained from
this type of survey in other areas of the country.
Chapter III was devoted to what some authoritiGs believe to be
the

mir~irnum

esoentials of an adequ2.te guida.r1ce progr2..rn.

The status

of the guidance procrams in the secondary schools of Kittitas County
was based on their deviation from these rr.inimum essenti2-ls.
The individual inventories maintained by the secondary schools
in Kittitas County appeared adequa·Le but general in use.

Their utiliza-

tion by the teaching st2.ff was mainly for learning about pupils in the
indiv:Ldual teacher's classroom and very little was done about assisting
puuils to review their ovm records periodically.
High school pupils in Kittitas County appeared to be receiviYl!'
adequate testin;:; accordinr, to the adrr.inistrators and counselors 1
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interpretation, as all but one school indicated that the minimUlll c;roup
of standardized tests vrere being used.

Libraries in all the schools contained an adequate number Md
variety of books about occupations.

Students in all schools also

had access to college, university, trade, and business school cataloc;ues
and most schools provided current occupational briefs, abstracts,
monographs, and pamphlets.
Amonc the materials for acquaintinc; pupils with occupational and
training opportunities, motion pictcres and film strir's played an
irnportcnt part.

Other tools 3.11d techniques, such as

11

Career Days, 11

follow-up studies of school leavers, and occupation courses were not
utilized to any great extent.
The role of the counselor in the majority of Kittitas County's
secondary schools was practically non-eYistent, since only one school
made provision for a counselor in its cuidn.n.ce program.

In most

schools the principal assumed the position of counsdor and the press
of administrative duties made it practically impossible for him to
devote the necessary time and enercy required for counseling.
Job placement for pupils was not offered by any of the schools
althour:h three of the schools reported that its pupils were familiar
with opportunities for placement assistance in the school and the
corrimunity.

Althouch the Washinr;ton State Emriloymsnt Service offered its
placement and counselinE services on a county-vd.de basis, only one
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school indicated that it availed itself or these services.

It was

noted, however, that two schools coopera.ted with the Washington State
Employnent Service in giving the General Aptitude Testing Battery to
seniors who did not intend to go on to

colle~:e.

Arrangements were

pendinG at the tir.ie or the survey for another school to utilize this
service.

FollovT-up studies were not practiced by the majority of the schools.
The results or the survey seem to indicate that the teachers
participate in the r;uidmce programs, although in the absence of a
formal well-defined progr= their participation is or incidental

nature.
Conclusions
Guidance, as a well-defined feature of the educational program,
clid not exist in most of the secondary schools of Kittitas County.
Several surface features of a guidance program appeared in all the
schools, but the role or guidance has not yet reached a position of
importance in the majority of cases.
Lack of finances and of trained Dnd interested personnel were the
two reasons predominantly advanced for the incident2.l nature of the
e;uid2r1ce proc:rams.

To this shol1l<l be added, perhaps, a certain anount

of civic and a;lministrative passiveness and indifference.
The small size and limited finances of most of the schools made
unfeasible a formal guidance staff and program, but clear-cut and
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vigorous leadership could instill the r:uidance viewpoint into the
teaching staff and thus assure students of

~ore

thD!l an academic

education.
Until such time as teachers 2nd administrators realize the
function and value of guidance, and unite to bring such a program
into being, high school students in Kittitas County will not receive
as coflplete individual guidance and assistDnce as that afforded
students in schools 0>here guidance proi:;r=s are growing mcl are fully
functional.

XICINZddV
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GUIDANCE CHECK-LIST
I.

The Individual Inventory
No

1. Do cumulative records follow pupils
from kindercarten through the twelfth
grade?
2. Are folder-type cumulative-record
forms used?

3. Are records easily available to
teachers, counselors, and other
guidance \Yorkers?

4.

Is at least one faculty meeting each
year devoted to the interpretation
and use of pupil da.ta for ruidcnce
purposes?

5.

Are pupils assisted to review and inter
pret the2-r 01'm records neriodically?

6. Do teachers use pupil inventories to
learn about DUDils in their classes?
7. Do teachers exchange information about
pupils vrith counselors and other
teachers?
8. Does the school use at least the minimum ~roup of standardized tests?
II. Occupational Information
Training 0pportunities

~

1. Does the library contain an adequate
number 3l1d variety of books about
occupations?
2. Are collece, university, trade, and
business school catalogs, and occupational and educational information
available to students?

Yes

Remarks
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No

3. Are occupational briefs, abstracts,
monographs, Md pa.'Ilphlets available
to pupils?

4.

Are materials provided for acquainting
pupils with training and exploratory
opportunities present in the curricular and cocurricular programs of the
school?

5.

Are motion pictures and film strips
on occupational and training opportunities made available to nupils?

6. Are courses or uni ts on occupati ms
provided in the curriculum?

7. Does the school hold Career Days?
8. Does the school hold College Days?
9. Does the school encoura['.e teacher-'
planned and sponsored visits to
places of employment for groups of
pupils?

10. Are follow-up studies of schoolleavers carried out to secure infermation about occupational p,nd training
opport1mi ties and requirements?
11. Are representatives of training
institutions invited to talk with
"roups and individuals?
12. Are community resources utilized in
gatherin(-: occupational and trai:ning

information?

13. Do counselors regularly provide
assistance for counselees in investigation of occupational and training
01212ortunities and requirements?

Yes

Remarks
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Yes
-- -

No

III. Counseling
1.

Do counselors assist each counselee
to set up realizable educational and
vocational plans?

2.

Do counselors assist with the planning
of placement and follow-up services?

3. Do counselors provide occupational and
training information for counselee?

4.

Do counselors assist with the testing
program?

5.

Do counselors assist teachers and
administrators to plan and carry out
the orientation program?

6. Do counselors periodically review
with each counsclee the record he is
making, in order that he may be acquainted with the prot;ress he is
making?

---

7. Do counselors prepare case studies
and conduct case conferences?

8.

Do counselors assist with planning and
carrying out on-the-job, in-service
training in guidance for all staff
members?

9. Do counselors assist teachers and
administrators to readjust a~d reorganize the curriculum so that it
leads to better pupil adjustment?
10.

Do counselors assj_st school-leavers tc
obtain desirable employment anc to
secure additional

trainin~ necessa~r

for success on the job?

I

'

Remarks
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No

Yes

Remarks

11. Do counselors, with the assistwce of

other staff members, assemble
individual inventories of counselees?
IV. Placement
1. Does the school operate a job-placement service for pupils?

2. A job-placement service for oui:r-ofschool youth?

3. Does the school assist pupils to
secure part-time and vacation employment in accordance with individual
needs?

4,

When necessa:t"J and desirable, 2.re
pupils assisted to withdraw from
school and obtain emnloyment?

;;.

Does the school have a cooperative
placement plan vii th employers and
public placement ac:encies in the
community?

6.

Does the school have a pari:r-time

coouerative work-exnerience program?

7.

Are pupils f a.llliliar vii th opportunities
for placement assistance in the school
and the communit;z?

8. Does the school assist pupils to learn
hoYr to annly for a job?

9. Does the school have a definite plan
for placinG pupils in subjects,
curriculums,

coc~rricular

and com-

munity activities?

v.

Follow-~

1. Does the school carry out systematic
follow-up of school-leavers (c:radu'
aces
and drop - outs) ?

I
j
i
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No

Remarks

Yes

2. Does the school keep information
on the number of drop-outs: why
they left school and where they go?

-

3. Does the school have information
on training opportlini ties utilized
by former pupils for five years after
they leave school?

l

4.

Does the school use information on the!
types and locations of jobs held by
former pupils for five years after
they leave school'/

5.

Does the school use follow-up data for
reorganizin[: and revising the cur1·icu111.m at regular intervals?

I

6. Does the school :follow up each pupil
who f,Oes to vrork, to determine his
success on the job and to evaluate the
contribution of the counselin2; service
to his occupational a.'1d educational
adjustment?
7. Are follow-up data used to inform present
pupils of occupatj~onal and trainin::;
opportunities available to them?

8.

Are all in-school place;nents followed
up, to evaluate the success of pupils
in the next opportunity?

9. Does the school follow up all nupils
on part-t;_me a.'1d vacation jobs?
VI. Teacher Participation
l. Does the library contain a reasonable
number of professional Gui·-:l<:i.nce books
and periodicals for teachers?
2. Do teachers feel that they have
g~~1idance responsibilities l'o1· pupils
in tl1eir classes?

_L
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No

3. Do teacher3 attencl guidMce mectincs
and conferences when they have an
opportunity?

4.

Do teachers confer vri th principal and
counselors about pupils vmo need
s12ecial attention?

5.

Do teachers confer vii th parents about
the problems and needs o..c' their
J2UDils?

Yes

Remarks
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